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The objectives of this paper are to
report on
1) the results of the latest ground test
and
2) refinement of the conceptual design for
the next development model, engineering
model (EM).

ABSTRACT
The
Electric Propulsion Experiment
(EPEX) is a Japanese space
experiment
MPD
the
quasi-steady
for
program
(magnetoplasmadynamic) propulsion system.
The EPEX is planned to be conducted on a
Japanese free flying platform in the 1990s.
The ground test with the development models
for EPEX was conducted in 1987. The control
and monitor system based on a microcomputer
was composed according to the conceptual
design for EPEX system and successfully
operated the repetitive discharges of 3
shots in net operation period of
million
25 days, although the hardware of the
control and monitor system was composed of
equipments for general ground use. The
successful operation verified basic control
logics for MPD propulsion system. Based on
the test results, the conceptual design or
requirements for the control and monitor
subsystem for EPEX was refined. The monitor
signals were evaluated and selected for the
flight system.

2. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
Followings are the summary of
design requirements for the control
subsystem of EPEX, . which
monitor
discussed in our previous paper.

the
and
was

2.1 Requirements for MPD Arcjet Operation
MPD
requirements peculiar to
The
arcjet operation are
1) to generate high rate pulse train for
of
discharge
trigger
sequencial
circuits,
the
electrostatically
isolate
2) to
discharge
the arc
from
controller
noise
circuits
for protection from
environment
accompanied by the
arc
discharges,
hazardus
and dispose of
3) to detect
conditions in the discharge circiuts
shot by shot, and
4) to monitor high rate phenomema in the
repetitive discharge pulses.

1. INTRODUCTION
electric propulsion experiment
The
experiment
,EPEX) is a Japanese space
.'ogram for the propulsion system with the
quasi-steady
MPD
(magnetoplasmadynamic)
arcjet. The EPEX is planned to be conducted
on
a
Japanese unmanned
free
flying
olatform, which is designated SFU, in the
1990s! The ground test with the bread board
models for EPEX was conducted from Dec.
1987 to Feb. 1988 at the Institute of Space
and Astronautical Science in co-operation
with Mitsubishi Electric Corporation and
Ishikawajima-harima Heavy Industries, co.
Ltd.
The requirements for the control and
monitor subsystem for EPEX were summarized
in our previous paper3 ) For the ground test
the control and monitor system was composed
according
to
the
conceptual
design,
although its hardware was assembled with
parts and equipments for general ground
use.
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2.2

Requirements
Installation

for

Spacecraft

The followings are supposed to be
general requirements for installation on
spacecraft,
1) to modify system parameters such as
repetition rate of discharges according
to
the available resources on
the
spacecraft,
2) to save the amount of monitoring
data
in order to meet the restriction on data
transmission
rate
or
opportunities
between spacecraft and ground stations,
and
3) to detect and recover from prospective
failures automatically in order to save
tasks of operators on the ground and
time
limitation of real
the
meet
telemetry.
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2.3 Requirements Peculiar to SFU

Coolaing

to.
requirements peculiar
are
There
the installation on SFU.
The
requirements
are
due to interfaces with SFU or with the

S

Supply

ater

Sbyt

yst

NASA STS, which retrieves SFU, as follows,
1)

2)
3)

to

store

the sequence

or

logics

for

control of the EPEX in itself,
to
arrange the telemetry data within
EPEX
system for packet
telemetry
and
interface,
to
fulfill requirements which concern
the
safety policy and requirements of
NASA STS,
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3. THE LATEST GROUND TEST

3.1 Objectives
For

the

.-

the control

objectives

and

B
A

monitor

.

system,

of the latest ground

testS

Relay

were
1i to verify the basic operation sequence
and control logics and
2)
to evaluate and select the data to be

I

monitored in space.

I

3.2 Apparatus and Conditions
3.2.1 Test Configuration
The control and monitor subsystem was
arranged around the vacuum chamber in which
two discharge heads and a capacitor bank
1. The power
were located as shown in Fig.
sources
for capacitor bank charging
and
were
subsystem
the
propellant supply
too. The main
located outside the chamber,
which compose the control and
components,
monitor system,
and their functions
are
The control and monitor
listed in Table 1.
system
was assembled with
parts
andx
components for general ground use. The main
components were combined by the GP-IB bus.
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. Test configuration.
Fig.
Fig. 1. Test configuration.
Table 1. Main conponents and functions in
control and monitor system.
Component
Designation
Microcomputer
Sequencer
Multichannel
Memory
Relay

Bx

Thermal Data
Logger

3.2.2 Control Flow Chart

Function
System Control
Shot-by-shot Control
and
Montor
High Sampling Rate
Data Acquisition
Pr
Po erestributer
Thermal Data
Aquisition

The control folw chart tested for the
conduct of repetitive discharges is shown
in Fig. 2.
The
status
of
the
operation
is
moniterd and checked by the software in the
the
discgarge
microcomputer.
While
condition
is monitored shot by
shot
and

PmS SroPr
Nmafru
A

transformed
into status signals by
the
hard wired logic circuits in the
sequencer
sequencer is
status of the
the
unit,
monitored and checked by the software in
interval
of
the
microcomputer at an
approximately 10 seconds. The low sampling
are
temperatures
such as
data
rate
monitored and checked by the computer at an
interval of approximately 5 minites. The
the
high
sampling rate data such as
discharge
currents and voltages acquired
and stored in the multichannel memory are
transferred to the microcomputer at an
interval of approximately 1 or 2 hours. The
high sampling rate data are recorded on the
floppy disk without any check in
the
microcomputer.
If an anomarous state is found in the
status check sequence, the operation is
hold
to
reconfigurate the system
for
recovery

from the amomary.

If an
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extreme

level of signal is detected in the limit
check sequence, the operation is hold until
che level returns normal.
Fig. 2. Control flow chart.
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3.2.3 Control

the charger and the units.
The relays are
powered through
the relay box which is
controlled by command signals issured from
the
microcomputer.
The
system
reconfiguration commands were given
by
manual
operation of the key board in the
test.

(1) System Set Up
To enable the charge of capacitor bank
dump relays are opened and relays
in the
power lines from power sources are closed,
The comands for relays are generated by the
microcomputer and transferred to the relay
box, which switches the power for relays in
the sysetm.

4) Control for Monitor System
to
start
the
Trigger
signal
acquisition of the high sampling rate data
is given to the multichannel memory by
the
sequencer, synchronizing with the start of
the arc discharge.
The thermal data logger is controlled
by the microcomputer. Thermal data are
transferred to the microcomputer through
the GP-IB bus and recorded in the
floppy
disk.

(2) Charge and Discharge Control
Repetitive pulse trains are generated
by the sequencer for triggers of high speed
switching devices such as SCRs
in the
charger and in the capacitor bank. The
pulses are generated in the order
as
follows,
1) CHARGE START, 2) CHARGE STOP,
3) FAV LIFT, 4) TRG FIRE, and 5) FAV BRAEK,
as shown in Fig. 3.
The operation of charger is controlled
by 1) and 2).
2) is issured at the instant
that the
charge voltage of the
pulse
forming network (PFN) in the capacitor bank
exceeds the reference voltage. The chargers
for the fast acting valve (FAV) driver and
trigger (TRG) arc discharge circuit were DC
power supplies with constant current and
constant voltage controls, which have no
interface with the controller.
The
fast acting valves tesed are the
double pulse
type and require a current
pulse to lift up actuator disk to open the
seal and a pulse to break the
returning
motion
of
the
disk to suppress
its
rebounding for each cycle. The interval
between the 2 trigger timings, i.e. timings
for 3) and 5),
was determined according to
the dynamic characteristics of FAVs.
The trigger arc discharge is supplied
to discharge head, synchronizing with the
propellant pulse. The interval between 3)
and 4) was determined according to dynamic
characteristics of the FAV and propellant
flow in the discharge head.
"SROF

6) Temperature Control
Temperatures
were
not
controlled
automatically except that the operation was
hold when temperature extreme was detected
by the limit check function.
3.2.4 Monitor
(1) Current Monitors
The discharge current were monitored
by Rogowski coils with inductive
coupling.
The time constants for integration were
approximately 5 msec for the main arc
discharge and FAV driver currents, while it
was approximately 100 jsec with peak hold
for the trigger arc discharge. Each of the
current data was sampled at an interval of
24 u sec by the multichannel memory. The
trigger arc current was measured with peak
hold
in orde to clear the
timing of
discharge, since the pulse duration of
trigger arc was shorter than or equivalent
to the sampling interval.

SEQUENCE
LIFT OFF
FAV

FAV

5) Control for Propellnt Supply System
The propellant supply system (PSS) was
controlled by an off-line
system?- The
propellant pressure in the reservoir of FAV
is
kept to be constant by feed back
control of a valve with meassured pressure
signal.

BREAKING

(2) Voltage Monitors
Monitored voltages were devided by
resistances
into
approximately
one
hundredth. The isolation of monitor system
from the discharge circuits is kept by
usage of isolation amplifiers. Each of the
discharge voltage data was sampled at an
interval of 24 psec by the multichannel
memory.
The
charge
voltage of
PFN
was
monitored by off-line system,
i.e.
a pen
recorder.

TRG
SI
CHG START

CHG STOP
ICHARGING

(3) Temperature
Temperature data were acquired by the
temperature data logger, which scans 30
sensors, C-C or C-A, under the control of
the microcomputer through the GP-IB bus.
including
points
30
Additional
in the disccharge head and
temperatures
cooling system were also monitored by offline monitor system.

CHARGING
SI-DISCHARGE

. 3. Control pulse trains for repetitive
operation.
3'

System Reconfiguration
syetem in the test had two units
The
arc
the FAV driving and trigger
for
redundant
which composed a
discharge,
is
system. The switching of the two units
conducted by relays in power lines between

(4) Discharge Recognition
the
sensors were used for
Photo
of
reliable
recognition of the occurrence
main arc discharge in the head, since the
photo sensors have good resistivity against
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electromagnetic noise.

scilloscope
and recorded by photograph.
'he
sampling interval
of 24 usec
was
:onfirmed
to be sufficient
to monitor
;hether the operation is nornal or not
as
;hown in Figs. 4 and 5. The peak hold data
;hows
the peak value and timing of its
"ising with the
uncertainty within
a
.ampling
interval of 24
usec,
which
confirmed that the peak hold is
effective
to reduce the sampling rate.

(5)

Discharge Anomary Detection
The hard wired logic circuits in the
sequencer
were arranged to check
the
satatus
in
the system including power
source of the building shot by shot.
3.2.5 Data Sampling Rate
(1) Low Sampling Rate Dada
Temperatures and a pressures in the
PSS
were measured at an interval
of
approximately 5 min with an resolution of 8

5kA

PN

(2)

Middle Sampling Rate Data
PFN charge voltage trace was
The
continuously by a pen recorder.
recorded
Although the signal was not degitized, the
chart speed was 25 mm/min and it can be
regarded as middle rate samplimg.

0

0
TRG Current
(Peak Hold)

IkA

0

3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

FAV Current

3.3.1 Control

IkA

was
operation
repetitive
The
the
with
conducted
successfully
configuration
described in the
former
sections and the number of shots amounted
to 3 millions in net operational time of 25
days. The successful operation verified the
basic control sequence and argorithm for
the EPEX.
unexpected
however,
were,
There
interruptions due to faults in the GP-IB
bus and erroneous detection of discharge
anomaries. The rearrangement of the GP-IB
interface and the software made it possible
to restart the opeation just after those
interuptions.
The
effective
repetition
frequency was approximately 1.3 Hz,
though
the set up frequency in the sequencer was
1.4 Hz. By inspections the traces of break
down was found in the voltage monitor
circuits in the FAV and TRG driver units.
The cause of break down in the unit is
supposed to be failures in the vacuum
system.
During
operation the
ambient
in

Voltage

PN

500V

(3) High Sampling Rate Data
The discharge voltages and currents in
the capacitor bank were sampled by the
memory at an interval of 24
multichannel
usec for each channel with an resolution of
12 bits.

cressure

Curent

(Arc Current)

bits.

the vacuum chamber

*
0

-0

1

2

acquired
Fig. 4. Data
memory.

3
mseC
by

multichannel

i

sometimes

a

degraded to be 10
Torr, which will never
be met in ordinary prospective operating
condition. The appropriate design and test
condition will preclude those failures.
system
function for automatic
The
reconfiguration was not tested and the
orospective failures were not simulated in
the test, since more emphasis was place on
,he verification of the system endurance
than on the control and the test period was
limited. Although the function for system
reconfiguration was successfully tested by
the
verification of
manual operation,
important
function will be the
automatic
objectives in the next development test.

an
current iupper)
Fig. 5. Discnarge
by
recorded
(lower)
voltage
and 100
5 kA/div.
photograph,
0.2
and
respectively,
V/div.,
psec/div.
The charge voltage trace recorded by a
the
to analyze
pen recorder was useful
although it was not
operation status,
in the
in the on-line monitor
included
hardware
configuration of the test due to
The charge voltage trace
restrictions.
showed shot-by-shot changes of the PFN
charge voltage, misfires, and discharges
prior to trigger as shown in Fig. 6. It was
found that the residual voltage in PFN just
after the discharge was higher than that
for no, nal discharge because of its high
arc impedance and over dumping condition.

3.3.2 Monitor
A set of typical data acquired by the
multichannel memory are shown in Fig. 4.
Fig. 5 shows a set of data of discharge
a
by
voltage monitored
and
current
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0

400 V
I

The group of middle rate data includes
3 charge voltages for the PFN, the
FAV
driver,
and the
trigger arc discharge
circuit. The sampling rate for each voltage
is 16 Hz with resolutin of 8 bit. The data
rate is 384 bps.
•transfer
*
i
Mis-f re
The group of high rate data includes
I- .
16 data which record the phenomena in a
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......
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pulse duration of arc discharge . A set of
discharge voltage and discharge current
data, 3 sets of data averaged over 6
segments, and a set of data represents one
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and
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are 2 data transfer modes. One
rate mode, in which only the low
are transferred with the rate of
the other is the high rate mode,

in which the middle rate and high rate data

Fluctuation are transferred in addition to the low rate
-,
data with the rate of 640 bps.
In addition to monitors by the EPEX

.--

S.

:;! : jl.
i':

.

.
-. ---.

included in this

rate,

sampling duration are 41.67 kHz,
8 bit,
1.536 msec,
respectively. The total
amount of data for one shot is 8192 bits (8
kB).
The data transfer rate is 128 bps and
then the data are refreshed in every 64
sec.

*
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sampling

....

system,

S

safety
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temperatures, pressures, or valve status
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4. REFINEMENT OF CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Based

on

the results of

the

P SS

.RDU

latest

ground test,
the
conceptual design was
refined and quantitative requirements on

"

commands and telemetries for the EPEX were
summarized as follows.
The electrical system block diagram of
the EPEX is shown in Fig. 7. The EPEX
systyem consists of the control and monitor
unit (CMU), the charge control unit (CCU),
pulse forming network (PFN), the FAV and
trigger discharge unit (FTDU), the valve
nd
relay supply
driver sysunit
(VRDU),and
propellant
system (PSS),
and the
the
lischarge head system (HDS).
The number of internal commands which

Fig.
7. Electrical
ct
F

SampliI
L lae

CMU.

16 I

The

telemetry signals are grouped

0.2
iddeae

in

Niglat

by

the sampling rates as shown in Table 2.

41.7 s

The group of low rate data includes 22
temperatures,
2 pressures,
16
status
signals,
counted number of discharges,

elapsed

time from the start of

and internal status of CMU.

of

diagram
r

of EPEX
o

Table 2. Telemetry signals for EPEX system.

while the
31,
are generated by CMU is
number of standard comamnds given to CMU by
the SFU core system is 8. CCU, FTDU, and
3, and 14
controlled by 13,
VRDU are
commands,
respectively.
The
remaining
the SFU
is
power off request to
command

core system in case of serious failures

block

skB/shoa

efreshing

Resolution
I bit

Coatents
22 Tesperatures
2

4 se

bit

Pressured
16Stats
3 voltase

I bit
bit

Continam
(0.0625 ec)

Yoln
7 Curr.ts
I Lulianolty

64 se

i bit
i

operation,

The resolution

Transfer late

Transfer ModeSamplin
Category

temperature and pressure data is 8 bit.

The refreshing rate of the low rate data is
.. 25 Hz and the data transfer rate is
128
bps.

Lo t
lshilate
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The
control
and
monitor
system
composed according to the conceptual design
for the EPEX was successfully tested and
its basic control sequence and argorithm
were verified.
The conceptual design was refined by
the results of the test and the qualitative
requirements
on
the
commands
and
telemetries were defined.
The next issue
is to
realize the
function
in
the
hardware
which
is
zompatible with flight.
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